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My work is process-based with a focus on the discourse of  ideology 
and politics connected especially to the notions of  new forms of  
colonialism and imperialism and de/construction of  identity as 
well as the question of  the limits of  consciousness through social 
mechanisms and other determinants. In addition I am frequently 
engaged in collaborations focusing on practices of  solidarity and 
collectivity, mostly in relation to the so called public.
Since I trust in the strength of  raising questions rather than giving 
answers, I tend to create situations of  rupture as to trigger an 
interaction with and not a mere consumption of  my work.
Though I preferably work with sound – my interest in sound origins 
in its quality as a most powerful ideological tool – my choice of  
medium always derives from or rather throughout the process of  
conceptualization. The medium does not become the message but 
is decided upon rather politically.

all soundworks: http://soundcloud.com/katharina-stadler



supe|r|a european [image on previous page]

sound poster installation | commissioned by gallery nectar. tbilisi, georgia. [6.2. – 7.3.2014] & exhibited in ‘between democracies 
1989-2015’ at constitution hill, johannesburg, south africa [3.-30.9.2015]

concept: exploring neo-colonialism in its bakhtinian dialogics between the colonizer and the colonized, the installation addresses 
the issue of  europeaness both imposed by the west and aimed for by the non-west. as merab mamardashvili voiced in his lecture la 
responsabilité européenne, 1988 in paris, the georgian attempt to be european very easily can turn into overacting to be as thought 
of  the other, becoming super european in the sense of  overstating the suggested components of  europeaness. the overimposing 
of  both values and actions can also be traced in the aim to spread so called european thinking and politics to those, often regarded 
as infant europeans [boris buden]. the reciprocal view from center to periphery and vice versa calls for a break so ‘that it makes 
the universal out of  particularities’ [mladen dolar].

[the two channel audio work ‘supe|r|a european’ (29:01) was installed over the gallery door, played in loop]

long pauses [image on the right]

sound installation | rotunda hall, baku [11.12.2015]

the project ‘long pauses’ focuses on sound which creates the city’s metastructure, experimenting with sound notations/partiturae of  
the city. through recording, sketching and analyzing on site the intention is on transforming the audible into something like a meta 
translation, but not only.

the publication long pauses has been presented on 24.3.2016 during a city-sound-walk in baku, azerbaijan.

[the two channel sound installation (4:07) was installed in a rotunda, constantly multiplying the sound played on loop]



rose inverted utopia

5-channel led tube installation | patara gallery, tbilisi [14.2. – 3.3.2018] 

‘but for the scent what distinguishes the rose from the thorn?’

inverted spaces of  daydreaming. when something is so heavily charged, a symbol 
multiplied. something so overloaded that it is the first answer to most questions. 
having become a still life triggered by the outside, rather than of  one’s own imagina-
tion.
something means something without meaning to. something is imagined with imagi-
nation as a given.

a still life. a film frame, frozen in motion. with one being inside. there is (no) space 
in which to position oneself. i. us. ignited only, maybe, by a flicker. by daring utopia. 
flickering. and off.

[the five led tubes were asynchronically triggered through five motion detectors.]



amidst a random group

mobile sound installation/intervention | onomatopee, eindhoven 
[29.10. – 20.11.2015]

‘amidst a random group’ is dealing with questions of  public versus 
private space and intending to trigger exploration of  semi-private 
spaces in public and vice versa. it hence focuses on the spaces in 
between, challenging one’s own perception regarding one’s sur-
roundings.

[the stereo audio work (13:41) is to be played on headphones in 
public space]



gaza ceasefire

intervention | gl. rye, denmark [august 2014]



CENA [price][image on the left]

business cards | exhibition ‘journal of  (dis)satisfactions’ 
at gallerie ferdinanda baumanna. prague, czech republic 
[opening: 25.3.2014]

for ludwig kittingers’ project ‘journal of  (dis)satisfaction’ 
I designed business cards – with my contact details on 
common price tags with the inscription ‘cena’ [russian: 
price].

ABWESENHEITSSERIE [1-3|2]
čakam verujem upam ljubim [small image on the right]

thread/handkerchief; 27,5 x 27,5 cm | 2012

inspired by a paragraph out of  maja haderlap’s novel ‘engel 
des vergessens | angel of  forgetting’ [published by wallstein 
verlag, 2011. p. 243]: ‘Der Krieg hat auch alle Brüder zerfetzt. 
Und Jurij aus dem Lbnik-Graben, der vor der Enthauptung in 
Wien, ich warte, ich glaube, ich hoffe, ich liebe – čakam verujem 
upam ljubim – in sein Taschentuch stickt. | War had torn up all 
brothers. And Jurij from Lbnik-Graben, who embroidered, before 
the beheading in Vienna, I wait, I believe, I hope, I love – čakam 
verujem upam ljubim – on his handkerchief,’ i embroidered a 
handkerchief  with the words, which had been already stitched 
onto cloth 70 years before.



wartehallen [shared public and private spaces] [image on previous page]

sound text installation | spaces residency, in cooperation with utopiana.am & insitute for contemporary art. yerevan, armenia
[1. – 30.9.2013]

exhibition text: when waiting time dissolves. the continuous movement stops, circles on the spot. in static spirals.
space loses boundaries. a given one now in distortion. an impenetrable layer closes around. merges those intentionally separated. 
perceptions of  the quotidian grate and rake. revolt into a vacuum without breath. inexhaustible time. restricted space.
waiting. an ubiquitous chamber of  horror.
waiting with a socio-political history. as a metaphor for an extinct system, a constant waiting no one knows what for. fulfill the quota. 
be part of  the system. waiting for the next uncontrollable moves on the ideological scale.
a continuation, a symptom for political expectations. hope and fear for change, between the systems past and a blurry western 
dreamland.

the sound was recorded in mono in yerevan. a strain on our stereo perception. looping in a spiral.
[the mono audio work ‘wartehallen’ (14:21) was played on headphones in loop]

autopia cycle [image on the left]

process based participatory intervention [together with donika çina]| eliava market. tbilisi, georgia [29.4. – 10.6.2014]

autopia cycle deals with the notion of  self  initiative at the car parts section of  tbilisi’s eliava market, a place which from the outside 
– the population in tbilisi at large – is mostly perceived as polluted, unorganized and sub-standard becoming hence a place judged 
for what it is not instead of  being recognized for what it is.
the rhythm on site is framed by the structure of  repetitive working hours, the existing space and the interactions between the 
sellers and possible customers as well as between the sellers themselves. at first this rhythm seems to cycle solely around money, 
manifesting the market as a place of  monetary transaction per se.
then the all visible reusing points out another circulation in making a living: through the to be sold goods, which are mainly of  second 
hand quality as well as through the set up of  the infrastructure, namely interiors designed of  left over material, trash, etc.
this does not only derive from improvisation but from knowledge of  the possibilty to work within limitation itself. a knowledge which 
can be considered to have derived from soviet period, when goods were scarce and solutions to be found.
framed by a unique sense of  solidarity among the sellers, a market built up from all that is of  no use otherwise or anywhere else.

[the three channel audio work ‘autopia cycle. knowledge | circumstances. a condition | solidarity’ (5:38 | 1:42 | 0:25) was 
installed hidden at different parts of  the market, played in loop]



collective writing

participatory intervention | united kingdom [july – august 2015]

‘collective writing’ intended to experiment on writing a collective text, 
claiming a ‘universalization of  authorship’ – with both form and 
content to be shaped during the process. the public intervention in 
respective places across the UK thus invited anyone interested to 
take part in the process of  trying to write a collective text, taking 
collectivity as a starting point for the text to be written in seventeen 
notebooks, which formed the material base of  the intervention, 
open for text, drawings, annotations, additions, etc.

in addition open discussions were held, both based on texts and 
on the intervention process itself  as to generate a debate on the 
im/possibilities of  a collective text, collectivity and the role of  the 
individual within.

collective writing took place over the summer months july and august 
2015 in the uk as part of  a collaborative project called ‘tanteo’ (an 
approximation), which aimed to create space for collaboration and 
knowledge sharing, a radical environment to stimulate creativity and 
the potential political power of  art.

https://collectivewritingintervention.wordpress.com/



flüchtig

polaroid sound installation | solo exhibition at sazmanab platform for contemporary arts. tehran, iran. [14. – 17.9.2012]

flüchtig | volatile. the experience of  entering a new environment as artist-in-residence. the unknown surroundings are perceived 
as non-touristic due to the artistic purpose of  the stay. nevertheless similar paths are followed by all residents, similar questions 
asked, inspiration sought as others have done before. this is due to rather structured encounters and working systems within the 
given residencies. though longer residency periods try to contradict the scheme, the encounters with the new locality and its agents 
rarely leave the track.

during a residency at sazmanab platform for contemporary arts in tehran i intentionally followed the footsteps of  preceding residents 
as well as the advice given ad locum.
a ‘filmclip’ was produced out of  polaroid photographs (format 600; 10,7 x 8,8 cm) and polaroid negatives (format 100; 8,5 x 10,4 
cm). a linear soundscape of  tehran (5:30 min) was created as a counterpoint to the fragmented visual exploration. the publication 
flüchtig has been presented on 17.6.2013 at the center of  contemporary art–tbilisi.

[the mono audio work ‘flüchtig’ (5:30) was played on headphones in loop]



in the threshold
6-channel sound installation | exhibition at zeta gallery. tirana, albania [12. – 22.10.2017]

there are thresholds everywhere. intriguing. frightening. enraging.
there are thresholds everywhere. with different meanings and preconditions and impacts for us all. evoking emotions, restrictions 
and influencing our every steps.

there are thresholds we dare not cross. and thresholds blocked. rarely we encounter those unfenced, to step over at ease.

and then there are those spaces, which become a threshold after having stepped into. which leave us with a sense of  awkward 

belonging and precarious existence. one of  those spaces is public space.

BIA

performance together with Donika Çina | performance location: Rruga Myslym Shyrri. 
livestream at Zeta Gallery. Tirana, Albania. 12.10.2017

There is a house on Rruga Myslym Shyrri that is different from all others.
It is an apartment building like many others, but on the ground floor, no shop or café has taken over.
It is a building so white in color amidst all the multicolored windows of  goods we might need or not, or coffee and food we might 
consume or not; so pure and clean surrounded by the daily chaos of  city life.

A woman called Bia used to live on the first floor in this house. Then, she was regularly seen to clean and paint the exterior. The 
walls, the pavement, the trees all shining in lime wash. Radiating in cleanliness and white. Day after day.

There were and are so many rumors about Bia, her life, intent and mental state.
Hence her daily efforts of  keeping her close vicinity in a constant state of  clear clarity can be seen, can be understood varyingly. 
Her decision to never sell her home for commercial purposes, as many others have done on Rruga Myslym Shyrri, strikes one as 
signifant.
Was she fighting the city’s carelessness and intentions, as an act of  protest?
Was she mainly concerned with the threshold between her home and the street(s) adjacent?
Did she consider the space in front of  her house as an extension of  her private space?
…

We cannot ask her these questions, we will never get an answer.
And yet, we can continue questioning our involvement in public space. The meaning of  our conscious actions. The impact of  walls, 
concrete and trees whitewashed.



katharinastadler.com


